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NEW WEAVE:

A PIXELS+FIBRE HYBRIDISATION
Like DNA, the core repertoire of weaving principles contains
ancient and universal formulas of persisting, indeed inescapable,
relevance. The rudiments of the cross, checkerboard and coiling
methods seen in the earliest papyrus baskets sculpted by Zulu
tribeswoman, for instance, are more or less traceable throughout
subsequent textile and craft-based art forms. In spite of the
enormity of the boom in new technologies, there exists astoundingly
little divergence from quintessential weaving practices since the
art’s inception amid early Paleolithic cultures. This universality
is attributed as partly responsible for the re-emergent ubiquity of
textiles within contemporary art. The indelibility of its status
is indebted in no small part to dedicated contemporary innovators
of the media, like the Western Australian based collaboration
pixels+fibre.
In the 1370’s the epic Apocalypse emerged in the trend of
illuminating grand narrative in thread, an art prolific in the
Middle Ages. The opulent, one-hundred-and-thirty meter long
tapestry was transported regularly between private palaces and
public ceremonial routes throughout central Europe, boasting the
elitism and wealth of the French aristocracy who had commissioned
it. This was the first tapestry of its kind to have the complexities
of its fabrication well-documented, from the intricate design
phase through to the laborious eight-year production.1 In a
different space and time altogether, the Tjanpi Desert Weavers
from Australia’s remote central desert region have appropriated,
within contemporary parameters, the mechanisms used by their
ancestors of spinning fibre from human hair and animal fur.2 For
these women, the ritual of gathering natural fibers and organic
found objects to craft their weaves is of far more intrinsic value
than the woven wares themselves. While the hand manufactured
baskets and Kuka Irititja (animals from another time) act as
literal currency for the artists, the rituals engendered by the
making are strongholds of their community, culture and, above all,
relationship to country.3 In both of these cases, one’s insight
into a given context is expanded when looking beyond an object’s
formal properties and instead to the specific rituals of practice,
ceremonial or informal, which surround its birth and life.
The effusion of filmed performances and installations from the
partnership of pixels+fibre embodies the synthesis of new media
with historic weaving technologies. Behind the pseudonym are
Fiona Gavino and Myrto Angelouli. The former is of AustralianMaori-Filipino ancestry and borrows from the indigenous weaving
practices of these cultures. She began her artistry while living
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in remote communities in Australia’s Northern Territory where
indigenous elders mentored her in weaving. Angelouli is of Greek
heritage, with a background in design and film, and she also
claims an affinity with the distinctive Australian outback. Playful
glimpses of the Arnhem Land scrub or urban sites in Fremantle can
be detected throughout the pair’s oeuvre.
In blurring performance art, relational aesthetics, installation
and film, the inner workings of pixels+fibre’s creative processes
are exposed; in this way, the dissolution of one media heightens
the visibility of its overlaid counterparts. Over the course of
a pixels+fibre performance, two-dimensional threads are built up
and, in time, are rendered three-dimensional, courtesy of Gavino’s
craftsmanship. Instantaneous with this progression, Angelouli’s
lens translates the live action into the realm of the digital,
immortalising the ephemeral. The disembodiment typically fated
an action caught on film is resisted by the next phase in the
pixels+fibre production: that is, the film is later projected back
on the object. The tangible and the virtual residual elements of
a past action combine to compose a whole new immersive, albeit
impermanent, space.
Similarly exposed is the private realm of the artist’s studio, which
is inverted, temporarily, into everyday, public environs, or may
inhabit oft-over-looked crevices or “non-places”, nestled within
urban landscapes. These elusive localities go hand-in-hand with
the site-specificity of the pair’s work - one of the few constants
in their ever-evolving practice. How pixels+fibre will configure an
installation in a gallery space is more or less identical to their
approach to installing an in-situ woven form onto pine trees, an
industrial rooftop or in the midst of a shipping harbour.
Together, the artists determine a natural visual rhythm that is first
set in motion by the physicality of the primary performance, enacted
by Gavino. In the time-lapsed footage of Feminine Undelineated, we
see Gavino appear as a distorted dancer, her movements pulsating
as she weaves a striking life-sized cylindrical cocoon using
industrial red packing tape. Angelouli is the silent partner who
we come to know through her perspective; at once an intimate yet
absent presence. Angelouli’s eye proves to be in synch with her
collaborator as her post-production treatment of the film sustains
its permeating pulse. The movement that surges through the artists’
film stills and installations incite a sense of malleability that
is counter-intuitive to the common understanding of these forms
as fixed entities.
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However diverse and temporal in nature, the action peripheral
to an art object will find a means of imprinting itself upon its
materiality. The marks of the physical processes on the inanimate
can be as subtle as a frayed edge or as exhaustive as converting
an artwork’s elemental property. In the case of pixels+fibre,
natural elements are often invited to actively engage with, even
metamorphise, the artists’ sculptural work, as in the digital
film work Reverse. The film opens with a scene of a burning,
indistinguishable figure set against a velvet sky. As the night fades
back toward the threshold of dusk, more visual information forms
and, as suggested by the title, it becomes apparent the action has
been transposed. Soon enough a life-sized cluster of abstracted,
exaggerated woven flora regroup amongst the subsiding flames and,
once dissolved, Gavino appears in the frame setting alight her
evidently time-intensive installation – a construction made from
recycled newspaper and tree sap varnish. This action seizes hold
of the transmutable energies of fire and the malleability of natural
fibres to examine both durational and cathartic processes, adding
to a steep tradition of burning to symbolically cleanse and purify
within indigenous ceremonies.
Weaving too is no stranger to therapeutic appeal. The late Louise
Bourgeois’ (1911 – 2010) heterogeneous and internationally
influential practice began humbly in the art of weaving, a medium
she returned to consistently throughout her long career. Sewing
was for Bourgeois an act of healing: “I always had the fear
of being separated and abandoned. The sewing is my attempt to
keep things together and make things whole”4. Gavino attests to
weaving as a process indelibly bound with an artist’s personal,
psychological space. Interestingly however her work, when in
discourse with Angelouli, is as much about the undoing as it is
about the integration of fibres, and the oscillation between these
two states.
In the case of Collapsed Pixel II, video mapping has been used
to frame a montage of Angelouli’s film work around the irregular
geometrical form of a granulated, blown up pixel made up of
dispersing triangular planes. The motion picture is comprised of
Angelouli’s candid observations of elements interacting in varied
states of flux: light dancing upon water’s surface; a flurry of moths
animated by a lone globe; the smoke of a dusk bushfire collecting
between silhouetted trees. This is literally inserted onto the
surface of the sculpture in-situ so that the art object and the
rituals that birthed it are merged into one inseparable entity.
Their interdependency is such that the meaning and form of the film
and sculpture are read as one. This marks Collapsed Pixel’s second

incarnation in an undetermined series; pixels+fibre see no project
as finite. In a continuing thread that denies stagnancy, each
manifestation is intently reviewed, rehashed and re-appropriated
ahead of its next life.
Pixels+fibre weave a multidimensional tapestry of media, processes
and ideas that cannot be contained to any one domain or indeed
locale. Their work moves akin to refracting light, its beams
bouncing between platforms. Pixels+fibre’s adaptation to a white
cube is like a brief pause before their frenetic trajectory once
again folds back into itself, voluntarily unraveling to the cusp
of disappearance, before imaginatively reemerging elsewhere.
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